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Abstract

This paper describes a heuristic creation process based on the notion of critical parameters, and a

comparison experiment that demonstrates the utility of heuristics created for a specific system class.

We focus on two examples of using the newly created heuristics to illustrate the utility of the

usability evaluation method, as well as to provide support for the creation process, and we report on

successes and frustrations of two classes of users, novice evaluators and domain experts, who

identified usability problems with the new heuristics. We argue that establishing critical parameters

for other domains will support efforts in creating tailored evaluation tools.
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1. Introduction

With the advent of non-traditional computing interfaces, evaluation is becoming more

costly and difficult—largely because it is expensive and time-consuming to build or

prototype interfaces intended for unique platforms and because it is difficult to devise

realistic experiments for interfaces intended to blend into the environment. More broadly,

evaluation methods that were effective for desktop interfaces may not be well suited for
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the platform, environment, and user goals and situations for ubiquitous, ambient, non-

traditional displays.

For example, suppose you were asked to design and evaluate a large electronic poster to

display important news, information, and upcoming activities within your local work area.

The goal of the system is to allow the users to go about their daily tasks, stopping to study

and discuss with others information and updates on the display when desired. Envisioning

platforms and creating designs for such a display might be easy, but how would you assess

how well candidate designs might perform? Creation of a prototype end product that relies

on expensive and difficult-to-obtain hardware can be costly, and meaningful evaluations of

an incomplete and unrealistic prototype can prove challenging as the effects of the system

would only be measurable after extensive usage.

As a solution, we turned to discount usability methods, specifically Jakob Nielsen’s

heuristic evaluations (Molich and Nielsen, 1990). Since the early 1990s, Nielsen has

touted heuristic evaluation as a flexible, inexpensive approach that can be employed at any

time during design, including with early storyboards and incomplete prototypes. However,

recent efforts have suggested that heuristics are poor at providing problem descriptions

that capture the underlying user goals (Sauro, 2004; Cockton and Woolrych, 2002)—a

problem certain to be exacerbated in the novel uses projected for non-traditional

computing platforms.

This paper describes our efforts at creating heuristics tailored to specific system

classes—types of systems that share commonalities that make them easy to compare.

Evidence from Somervell et al. (2003a) and Mankoff et al. (2003) suggests that system-

class level evaluation tools hold promise over more generic tools or even tools tailored for

an individual system, due to increases in benchmarking performance and system

comparison. We describe our experiences in creating a set of system-class level heuristics

for large-screen information exhibits, a type of notification system. We outline our

methodology—centered on the notion of critical parameters—in a way that can be applied

by others. A comparison of our heuristics to others using a standard usability evaluation

method (UEM) comparison technique (Hartson et al., 2001), described in Section 4.1,

indicates that our tailored heuristics have measurable benefits when compared to more

general heuristics like Nielsen’s.

Next, this paper describes two applications of our heuristic set. Section 4.2 outlines the

use of the heuristics by novice designers in a classroom setting. We reflect on the

experience of the students in applying the heuristics to systems designed by others. Section

4.3 describes the experience of domain experts in using the heuristics to evaluate an early

system prototype. While the non-technical domain experts were at first reluctant to

comment on the system, the heuristics helped guide their discussion to produce guidance

useful in the redesign of the prototype. The paper concludes with lessons learned, and

some general conclusions and directions for future work.
2. Background and related work

The work described in this paper builds upon the notion of heuristic evaluation, a

discount usability method devised by Jakob Nielsen and his colleagues. He described
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heuristic evaluation as a method for inspecting an interface guided by a set of usability

principles (or heuristics) to identify problems. The most well-known set of heuristics was

created and updated by Nielsen and his colleagues during years of experience designing

and building systems (Molich and Nielsen, 1990; Nielsen and Landauer, 1993; Nielsen

and Mack, 1994). One representative heuristic from Nielsen’s set is:

Recognition rather than recall. Make objects, actions, and options visible. The user

should not have to remember information from one part of the dialogue to another.

Instructions for use of the system should be visible or easily retrievable whenever

appropriate.

The complete set of Nielsen heuristics can be found in Nielsen and Mack (1994), and is

listed or referenced in many human-computer interaction textbooks (Dix et al., 2004; Hix

and Hartson, 1993; Preece et al., 1994, 2002).

More recently, there has been a trend to create heuristic sets for tailored system classes

(though no specific creation process has been proposed or adhered to). The typical model

seems to be to start with an established set of heuristics or similar guidelines (often

Nielsen’s), then use theories and experiences to tailor them to a specific system class. For

example, Baker et al. modified Nielsen’s original set to more closely match the user goals

and needs associated with groupware systems (2002), basing their modification on prior

groupware system models (the Locales Framework (Greenberg et al., 1999) and the

mechanics of collaboration (Gutwin and Greenberg, 2000)). In another example, Mankoff

et al. created a new set of heuristics for ambient displays (2003), deriving the new set of

heuristics by eliminating some from Nielsen’s original set, modifying the remaining

heuristics to reflect ambient wording, then adding five new heuristics.

Both of these new heuristic sets were empirically compared to Nielsen’s set by the

respective authors. Perhaps not surprisingly, the comparisons suggested that the tailored

heuristics perform better than the original set. It is important to note that both of these

efforts reported creation methods that relied upon what the authors felt were the most

important elements for the respective system classes, similar to the approach embraced by

the work described in this paper. However, this paper describes a process not centered on

existing heuristics or guidelines—we worry these may bias the resultant heuristics toward

topics not important to the system class at hand. Instead, we focus on an approach centered

on critical parameters, established and accepted figures of merit that predict or reflect how

well a system will perform (Newman, 1997).

William Newman first put forth the idea of critical parameters for guiding design and

strengthening evaluation as a solution to the growing disparity between interactive system

design and separate evaluation (1997). For example, consider airport terminals, where a

critical parameter would be flight capacity per hour per day. All airport terminals can be

assessed in terms of this capacity, and improving that capacity would be positive for the

airport. Newman argues that by establishing parameters for application classes,

researchers can begin establishing evaluation criteria, thereby providing continuity in

evaluation that allows us ‘to tell whether progress is being made’ (Newman, 1997). The

key to successful evaluation tool creation requires focusing on the user goals associated

with the target system class—the critical parameters for that system class.

By identifying critical parameters for an area of interest, designs within the area can be

similarly evaluated, leading to comparisons, reuse, and sustained and incremental progress
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within the field. This approach was embraced in the study of notification systems,

interfaces that provide interesting or important information to users who are busy with

other tasks (McCrickard and Chewar, 2003; McCrickard et al., 2003). Familiar examples

of notification systems include stock tickers, handheld reminder programs, and in-vehicle

information systems. Emerging research, particularly in the field of ubiquitous computing,

examines how ordinary objects like lamps and fans can be used as notification systems

(Greenberg and Kuzuoka, 2000; Ishii and Ullmer, 1997; Ndiwalana et al., 2003). A set of

heuristics has been tailored for notification systems, though in a somewhat ad-hoc fashion

with no comparison to existing heuristics (Berry, 2003).

Three critical parameters that define the notification systems design space—interruption,

reaction, and comprehension—where systems are modeled around high (1) and low (0)

values for each parameter. As described inMcCrickard et al. (2003), the eight permutations

of high and low values for these three critical parameters create unique sub-classes of

interfaces. For example, a system model for a business traveler using an in-vehicle

information systemmight have a low interruption value to preserve attention for the primary

driving task, high reaction to alert the driver of upcoming turns, and low comprehension as

the driver has no desire to learn the city layout. In a contrasting example, a systemmodel for

the public large screen display from the introductionmight have a high interruption value to

attract attention to important news, low reaction asmost news items are not critical, and high

comprehension to help foster a shared knowledge base within the group.

The second example system described above and in the introduction can be classified as

a large screen information exhibit (or LSIE in this paper), an application that continually

runs on a large screen display, providing interesting and useful information. Despite being

a sub-class of notification systems, the design of LSIEs is a rich and important domain

itself, with applications in academic, military, government, and business domains (Elrod

et al., 1992; Greenberg and Rounding, 2001; McCrickard et al., 2002; Russell et al., 2002;

Skog and Holmquist, 2000; Abowd et al., 1998; Jedrysik, 2001). It is on this system class

that we focused our heuristic creation and evaluation efforts.
3. Creating heuristics based on critical parameters

Our goal in outlining the heuristic creation effort was not only to describe our heuristic

generation process (originally introduced and more fully described in Somervell et al.,

2003b), but more importantly to understand better the heuristic creation process (described

in this section) and to examine and reflect on the application of resultant heuristics in actual

design situations (described in later sections). Broad, widely used heuristic sets emerged

from years of work by established masters in the field (e.g. Molich and Nielsen, 1990;

Shneiderman, 1998). The typical approach in tailoring heuristics has been to modify an

existing heuristics set to a system class (Baker et al., 2002; Mankoff et al., 2003), leaving

questions for researchers wishing to create heuristics of their own. Building on prior efforts,

this section seeks to provide guidelines for heuristic creation based on our own experiences.

Before generating heuristics, we feel it is important to decide on three aspects of the

design and evaluation approach: the system class, the design technique, and the knowledge

storage approach. The system class bounds the design and evaluation space, and by
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considering these bounds initially, one can facilitate comparison and reuse throughout

design. As discussed earlier, we identified critical parameters of high interruption, low

reaction, and high comprehension to bound the large screen information exhibit system

class.

The design technique we selected was scenario-based design (Carroll and Rosson,

1992; Rosson and Carroll, 2002), a popular and widely used design technique that

leverages the story-telling nature of scenarios to raise questions throughout the flow of a

problem or potential solution. Scenarios capture the stakeholders, setting, goals, decisions,

and flow of actions and events that occur during a representative situation. Scenario-based

design employs scenarios at all phases of design—from analysis to design to evaluation—

to help situate and ground the system development.

Extending from our choice of scenario-based design as our design technique, we

selected claims as our central knowledge storage unit (Carroll and Rosson, 1992; Rosson

and Carroll, 2002). Claims, centered around an artifact of the system, encapsulate upsides

and downsides of the artifact in the situation. For example, a shortened sample claim about

large screen displays (taken from Payne et al., 2003) is:

Pulsing animations used to reflect information status:

Csupports good peripheral detectability;

Ccan attract attention to new or special items;

BUT

–multiple pulsing items are confusing and difficult to perceive simultaneously;

–prolonged pulsing may be annoying and difficult to ignore

Claims are similar to heuristics in that they provide valuable insight into the design

decisions that led to good (and possibly bad) designs. As such, they provide a good starting

point for creating heuristics. However, as there can be dozens of claims even for a single

system within a design class, and similar claims exist for many of the systems, steps for

creating heuristics are needed. The following terse description of our steps reflects many

of the key decisions made during the process (a more detailed description can be found in

Somervell, 2004).

Identify example systems from the target class. Each system should be representative of

the system class, and together the set of systems should encompass all features of the class.

Current literature, successful applications, and highly visible interfaces are good places for

finding example systems. Well documented systems, particularly those with usage data,

are helpful for the latter steps.

In our work, we sought to identify systems that matched (or were intended to match) the

critical parameter values important for LSIEs. We included several in-house systems, but

were careful to include several developed externally to provide balance to our system set.

When necessary, we contacted designers for additional materials or even brief interviews

when necessary.

Extract design knowledge from each representative system. In our case, this process could

be adopted from the scenario-based design processes, requiring designers to write

scenarios and perform claims analysis in developing a system. We used professional
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papers, email exchanges with developers, system documentation, and other design

artifacts to retroactively identify scenarios and claims for systems. We have found that

anywhere from three to six scenarios are adequate for capturing the typical usage

situations and tasks associated with a given system. (For a system with a greater scope of

activities, more scenarios may be needed to cover typically supported tasks.)

Group and label heuristics. As claims are extracted from the scenarios, one needs to keep

in mind the underlying psychological impact the design artifact has on the user goals

associated with a system. Indicating how the claim impacts the associated critical

parameters allows the researcher to group related claims.

Another technique that supports grouping of claims depends on the category in which the

claim lies. In other words, different claims may deal with the same type of design element

(like color or animation) or task (user feedback or system state information). By

identifying the underlying design element, the researcher can group the related claims.

Derive heuristics from the design knowledge. This process requires that design knowledge

be extracted from each group, worded in the form of heuristics that represent the collected

set of knowledge.

For us, this process entailed inspection of the wordings of the claims to identify the

category and classification that led to its inclusion in that particular group. This wording,

coupled with the wordings of the other claims in that group, allow creation of one or more

statements about the underlying design challenges captured in those claims. These

statements about design, our early stage heuristics we call high level design issues

(Somervell, 2004), have proven to be useful in their own right in guiding design. From

this, we synthesized a small, manageable set of heuristics—investigating and analyzing

the wordings and relationships among the various issues and identifying similar or

common issues as well as issues that deal with similar critical parameters. This led to

grouping and generalizing the issues into higher level heuristics. Reference to existing

heuristics can help with understanding the level of generality needed in the wording, but

care must be taken so that the new heuristics do not copy the model too closely.

An example heuristic that resulted from this process is:

Judicious use of animation is necessary for effective design. Multiple, separate

animations should be avoided. Indicate current and target locations if items are to be

automatically moved around the display. Introduce new items with slower, smooth

transitions. Highlighting related information is an effective technique for showing

relationships among data.

Note that, like the heuristics in Nielsen’s set, it contains a representative opening

statement, followed by several supporting and specifying high-level design issues that help

a reader understand its meaning. This is one of only eight heuristics in our set (the

complete set is available in Somervell et al., 2003b and in Appendix A).
4. Validation through use

How do heuristics that emerge from our creation process compare to existing heuristics,

and what can we learn about the creation process through examination of the heuristics?
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To answer these questions we provide information on three seperate efforts to directly

explore the utility of the heuristics and indirectly explore the utility of our creation

method. These efforts involve both formal comparisons with existing heuristics as well as

instances of use.
4.1. Heuristic comparison

We compared our LSIE heuristics to other types of heuristics to understand how well

they perform against the existing alternatives. In addition to our own heuristics, we studied

Nielsen’s heuristics (Molich and Nielsen, 1990; Nielsen and Mack, 1994) and a set of

heuristics tailored to notification systems (Berry, 2003). Using accepted usability

evaluation method (UEM) comparison metrics from Hartson et al. (2001), we were able to

determine that our new heuristics outperformed the other two heuristic sets through higher

thoroughness, validity, effectiveness, and reliability scores.

It should be noted that the comparison study pitting our new heuristics to the more

generic versions provided by Berry and Nielsen relied heavily upon the metrics provided

by Hartson et al. (2001). We calculated these metrics based on the notion of a real problem

set (Hartson et al., 2001). Specifically, we calculated the metrics by determining the

numbers of problems found by each method in comparison to the real problem set.

We used structured presentation of identified problems in the target systems and asked

21 usability experts to indicate the level of applicability each heuristic held for the

problem. This rating was provided through a 7-point Likert scale where the evaluator

indicated their level of agreement with the heuristic when asked if the heuristic applied to

the problem. An answer of seven would indicate strong agreement (highly applicable),

while a one indicates strong disagreement (not applicable at all).

We used three example large screen information exhibits for the test and used pre-

identified problem sets to serve as the ‘real’ problem sets:

The Notification Collage provides a communication mechanism for lab members upon

which they can post various types of information, from personal communication to

documents and even video clips (Greenberg and Rounding, 2001). Users are often busy

with work at their desks but can choose to look up at the NC to check on postings and keep

track of lab information.

The Plasma Poster performs similar tasks, but is placed in common areas like break rooms,

kitchens, or atriums (Churchill et al., 2003). Users can find information on local events,

user postings, and automatically generated content.

The Source Viewer is an LSIE system found in a local television station. Program control

managers must ensure proper source switching between commercials and standard

program content. This system allows the manager to see all of the upcoming sources

simultaneously and thus facilitate source switching.

Each evaluator was randomly assigned to one of the three heuristic sets given the

constraint of keeping equal numbers for each set. The evaluators then proceeded to rank

the heuristics according to the problems for each of the three systems. System presentation

order was completely balanced using a Latin Square ordering. Applicability scores
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indicate that a problem is ‘found’ by a heuristic if the average rating for the heuristic is

greater than 5. The cutoff value of 5 was used because averages above this value indicate

‘agreement’, which suggests that the heuristic applies to the problem.

Thoroughness is found by dividing the number of problems found by a single method

(set of heuristics) by the total number found by all methods. In other words, determine the

total number of real problems found by all of the heuristic sets, then divide the number for

each individual set by this total. Validity is found through a similar division but relies on

the cardinality of the real problem set as the denominator instead of the union of problems

found. Effectiveness is the product of thoroughness and validity. Reliability is found by

calculating the average difference in the evaluators for each of the problems. This

represents an accurate measure of the total difference in answers among the evaluators.

Alternatively, one could measure the number of agreements among the evaluators,

yielding a separate measure of reliability. To simplify calculations, all of the problems

across all three systems were grouped together.

Results of this work indicate that the more specific heuristics held the best scores for the

aforementioned metrics. There was also a general trend that the more specific heuristics

were better suited to the large screen information exhibit system class, evident through the

resulting ordering of the methods based on comparison metrics. However, to highlight the

strengths and weaknesses of our heuristic creation process, we felt it was important to

further examine the utility of the new heuristic set through investigation of instances of

use. We examined two classes of heuristic users: novice designers who are learning

evaluation methods and domain experts who are unfamiliar with HCI. Because of time

concerns and other costs, these classes of users often rely on analytic techniques like

heuristics, and examining their use of our heuristics helped us explore their utility and the

utility of the heuristic creation process.
4.2. Novice designers

An initial examination of heuristic use was gleened from novice designers: HCI

students from an introductory undergraduate class taught during the summer of 2003. This

course was beneficial to this research effort in that it provided a test bed for the new

heuristic set. As part of the course requirements, the students were required to develop

LSIE systems, providing an opportunity for applying the new heuristics in the

development process. Student experience with heuristic evaluation was limited to such

usability engineering concepts from the course content. The analytical evaluation stage

occurred toward the end of the course, after empirical evaluation had been covered.

These students performed heuristic evaluation of several large screen information

exhibits using the heuristics developed from the process described in Section 3. The

goals of the evaluation were to help the students with the design of their systems (in

relation to the class), and to gather feedback on the utility of heuristics for producing

redesign guidance (in relation to this research effort). In addition to the evaluations,

each student provided a critique in which they could give their opinions on the utility

and usefulness of the heuristics for guiding an evaluation of large screen information

exhibits.
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4.2.1. Method

This test was conducted as part of course requirements for an Introduction to HCI class

containing 16 students involved in five group project teams. These groups were tasked

with creating new LSIE systems which displayed news content from CNN1. Each display

was required to provide some subset of the daily news, presented on a large screen that

would be situated in a lab or common area. There were no restrictions on how the display

could look, as long as a user could gain an understanding of the daily news by looking at

the display.

Development occurred over a 6 week period, with summative heuristic evaluation

occurring in the fifth week. These students had learned about heuristic evaluation and

other analytic evaluations through a class activity that used Nielsen’s heuristics, but they

were not familiar with our LSIE heuristics before the assignment.

These LSIEs were then used by the students in analytic evaluations involving the new

heuristics. Each team was randomly assigned to a different team’s interface. Each team

member then individually performed an analytic evaluation on the interface using the

heuristics. Once this part was completed, the teams reassembled as a group and produced a

common problem list for the interface. This common list was a union of the individual

problem sets found by each individual team member. These group-level problem sets were

then returned to the development team and subsequently used to guide redesign efforts.
4.2.2. Results

Several measures were taken from the problem reports and critiques of the method.

These measures help to assess the utility of the heuristic set for supporting formative

usability evaluation. Number of problems found by each team is an early indicator that the

method was successful in uncovering at least some of the issues with the various designs.

Each team uncovered at least 10 problems, with an average of 16 problems found per

team. Fig. 1b shows the distribution of the problems found by team. Subjective opinion

was gathered from the critiques provided by these novice HCI students. The tone and

nature of the critiques was easily discernible through the language and wordings used in

their reports. These critiques provide unbiased feedback on the heuristics when used in

traditional heuristic evaluations.

The majority of the students felt the heuristics were ‘useful’ and provided ‘much

needed guidance for evaluation effort.’ In addition, students indicated that the heuristics

were ‘easy to understand’, and application was ‘straightforward’. Most of the students

agreed that the majority of the heuristics were applicable to the designs they evaluated. As

part of the critique, the student gave their agreement with the heuristic according to if they

felt the heuristic applied to large screen information exhibits. Fig. 1a shows the percentage

of students who agreed with each heuristic.

Also, 12 of 16 students explicitly stated that they would have liked to have had these

heuristics available during the design phases of their projects. This information was

voluntarily provided, as they were not prompted explicitly about this topic. These students

indicated they would have used the information in the heuristics as design guidance and felt
1 http://www.cnn.com.

http://www.cnn.com
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information exhibits. (b) Total number of problems uncovered with the heuristics, shown by team.
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theywould have produced better designs before doing any evaluation had they known about

the issues contained in the heuristics. This finding suggests that the heuristics could provide

useful information early in the design cycle, as predicted by Newman (1997).

4.2.3. Discussion

Clearly, these heuristics provided necessary guidance for the analytic evaluations

performed by the novice HCI students. Considering the nature and intent of these

particular large screen information exhibits, identifying 16 usability issues is encouraging.

In fact, each of the solutions given by the student groups consisted only of a single screen,

typically employing animation to show changes to information. Thus, 16 problems

identified in these systems allows for substantial improvements to the design.

We acknowledge that the participants in this study were not expert HCI professionals,

as is typically used in heuristic evaluation (Nielsen and Mack, 1994). Yet, given the nature

and number of the problems found per system, we feel these heuristics provided essential

evaluation guidance for the students. As such, the success of this study suggests that the

heuristics were sufficient for evaluating a typical large screen information exhibit. The

systems used in the evaluation were new and did not have any common design with the

ones used in the creation method. This is an important distinction as we have shown that

these heuristics are applicable across at least five different LSIEs. Hence, we believe that

the creation method we developed produces usable heuristics that can be used in analytical

evaluation.

Another interesting use for heuristics comes from the potential for design guidance

provided from the heuristic sets. As seen in this study, most students felt these heuristics

could serve as design guidelines to aid in the development and creation of the interfaces in

the early design stages. This observation is powerful in that these heuristics have a second

function beyond simply guiding evaluation effort—to guide design from the start of a

project by identifying and illustrating potential trouble spots in the design of large screen

information exhibits.

4.2.4. Post-analysis of problems

Because this summative-style evaluation occurred toward the end of the project

development cycle in a shortened summer session, no significant changes were made to
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the students’ designs. However, analysis of the problem reports can reveal how well the

heuristics supported reporting of problems that are related to the critical parameters for the

LSIE system class. These students had no prior knowledge of the critical parameters. All

they knew about LSIEs was that they involved software running on large display surfaces.

Hence, we felt it interesting to see if the problems they find with the heuristics can be

traced back to the underlying critical parameters for the system class.

The majority of problems reported by students related to some specific design artifact

within the evaluated system. To assess whether a problem related to interruption, reaction,

or comprehension, the wordings of each problem were considered in relation to the artifact

described therein. For example, the following problem refers to specific artifacts in a

design:

Temperature does not stand out well against the blue background.

Clearly this problem describes the representation of specific piece of information (the

temperature), as well as the problem with that artifact (does not stand out well). However,

inspection of this problem suggests a connection to the critical parameter of

comprehension. Why? Assessment of the problem description implies that it will be

difficult for a user to read the current temperature, hence, the user would experience

decreased understanding of that information, or a lower comprehension. In addition, a user

may experience increased interruption because it takes more time to decode temperature

from the display.

Many of the problems reported by the students relate directly to one or more of the

critical parameters. The 16 students reported a total of 183 problems across the five

systems. This total includes multiple instances of the same problems because they were

identified by separate evaluators. Of this 183 problems, 88 were related to the critical

parameters—59 to comprehension, 20 to interruption, and nine to reaction. This

breakdown reflects the desire for comprehension, willingness to be interrupted, and

relative lack of desire for reaction—matching the critical parameters for LSIEs.
4.3. Education domain experts

In a second application of our heuristics, domain experts used the heuristics in an

analytical evaluation of the GAWK system. The GAWK is a classroom display that

supports teachers and students in completing class-wide and cross-classroom projects.

Specifically, the teachers involved in the Classroom BRIDGE effort (Ganoe et al., 2003)

used the new heuristics to evaluate an updated version of the GAWK software, a part of

Classroom BRIDGE. Fig. 2 provides a screenshot of an early prototype (before testing).

We wanted to use domain experts because they have the unique ability to fully grasp the

nature of the system and provide insight other evaluators may not have, and heuristics have

been used successfully with domain experts in other investigations (Nielsen and Mack,

1994). Furthermore, these people can provide feedback on the format and wordings of the

heuristics, illustrating that the heuristics are understandable and usable by a wide range of

individuals.



Fig. 2. Initial large screen design for the GAWK system. Work artifacts are shown by groups with time on the

horizontal axis. Relative effort and progress can be determined by comparison across groups.
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4.3.1. Method

Since these evaluators are not expert usability engineers, additional materials were

provided to them for the evaluation. Specifically, scenarios were provided to illustrate the

use of the display and to allow the teachers to get a feel for the display and how it worked.

We felt this additional information was necessary for the teachers to understand the

display, as they had not used it for about 5 months prior to this evaluation, and to put them

in the mind set for assessing the display for usability problems. Additionally, we used

structured problem reports (Lavery et al., 1997) to help the teachers capture a description

of the problems they experienced or discovered through their inspection of the system.

This choice was made because these evaluators had no experience with usability problems,

and we felt these structured reports would help these evaluators codify and communicate

the issues they found more effectively.

Using the scenarios as guides, each teacher performed the tasks outlined in the

scenarios on the large screen. These tasks were done to ensure familiarity with the system

so they could understand the interface and the information available in the interface

components. After completing the scenarios with the software, they used the heuristics to

determine problems with executing those tasks, filling out problem reports for each

problem encountered.
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There were two forms of data collected in this study: the problem reports and interview

feedback on the heuristics. Evaluators provided their own problem reports, detailing the

problem found, the applicable heuristic that led to the reporting of said problem, and the

severity of the problem. After completing the evaluation, the two evaluators were

interviewed jointly. Specific interview topics included how well the heuristics applied to

the issues they found and their overall impressions of the heuristics. Interview data was

informally captured through note taking.

4.3.2. Results

These non-HCI professionals, who had never heard of heuristic evaluation before, were

able to use these heuristics to identify several usability problems with the display. These

two evaluators found a total of 23 problems with the system. Furthermore, these evaluators

ranked all problems as being moderate to high in terms of severity or need to fix. This

rating holds more weight with these particular evaluators, as these are the end users and

thus would have a better understanding of the potential impact a problem may have on the

actual usage situation. This means that the problems they identified were the most

important problems to the actual users of the system.

In terms of using the heuristics, both evaluators stated that they could easily understand

the heuristics. They also said they understood how the heuristics applied to the problems

they identified with the systems. Neither evaluator suggested that the heuristics were

difficult to read or understand, and they were able to relate all of the problems they came

across to the heuristics in the set.

The heuristics even helped the teachers understand the purpose of the evaluation:
“I don’t think I would have understood what you wanted me to do if you didn’t

provide me that list.” [referring to the set of heuristics]
They also indicated that the heuristics applied to the system so well that they suggested

problems that the teachers had not considered:
“This list helps me identify what is wrong with the system. I didn’t think about the

use of colors and what they mean till I read the list that talked about color.”
4.3.3. Discussion

Analysis of the problems found in this effort shows that these two non-HCI people were

able to identify about 40% (23 of 58) of the issues with the GAWK system. This statistic

comes from comparing the problem reports in this study to the claims analysis performed

on the original GAWK system as reported in Somervell (2004). Furthermore, if we

examine empirical findings on heuristic evaluation (Nielsen and Landauer, 1993), we see

that this number is right in line with the expected performance for a heuristic evaluation

tool, using two evaluators.

It is interesting to see non-HCI people perform a heuristic evaluation of an interface.

They start out not knowing what to do and seem frustrated by the seemingly overwhelming

nature of the task with which they are faced. It only takes a few moments for them to

recognize a problem with the interface, and identify the heuristic(s) that applies. Then they

start identifying problems more easily and with more enthusiasm. This lends credit to
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the validity of this set of heuristics as genuine evaluation support for finding usability

problems with large screen information exhibits.

4.3.4. Post-analysis

Analysis of the problems reported by the teachers can reveal more information about

the heuristics and how they support evaluation efforts. Specifically, it is worthwhile to

consider how the heuristics may suggest re-design guidance for systems, and whether this

guidance is directly tied to the critical parameters. This situation with the domain experts

provides a unique opportunity to investigate how the heuristics support re-design because

the system tested, GAWK, required continuing development. Hence, the results of the

evaluation were applied in another development phase.

Inspection of the problem list generated by the teachers through the evaluation suggests

that the heuristics support identifying problems that are pertinent to the underlying user

goals of the system. This is evident in the nature of the problem, as well as the language

used by the teachers when reporting the problems. For example, one teacher identified a

problem with the icons used in the system and how it was ‘difficult to track group work

over time’. Obviously this problem directly relates to the long-term understanding of the

information in the display, clearly illustrating the connection to comprehension. Another

example problem describes a ‘lack of separation in work icons’, suggesting lack of

understanding of the icons and different bodies of work represented therein.

Assessing each of the 23 problems provides an indication as to how many were directly

related to the critical parameters. Inspection of the wordings suggests which of the

parameters are applicable, as in the previous examples. Nineteen of the 23 problems can be

traced to one or more of the critical parameters associated with the GAWK display. Six of

the problems were traced to interruption, seven to reaction, and 17 to comprehension. The

sum is higher than the total number of problems because some problems were traced to

multiple parameters. We believe that this high correlation between the problems and the

parameters is a direct result of the critical parameter basis for the heuristic creation

process. The implication is that the new heuristics address problems that pertain to the

critical parameters for the system class, thereby providing important re-design

considerations.

4.3.5. GAWK re-design

Because the programmers involved with the Classroom BRIDGE effort did not have

knowledge of the IRC framework, it was necessary to shield them from describing the

problems in terms of interruption, reaction, and comprehension. Instead, the problems

were described and discussed through language that referred to ‘supporting understanding’

or ‘preventing too much distraction’ or ‘allowing quick decisions’. These terms were

understood by the programmers, and the pivotal concerns surrounding the GAWK display

were addressed without reliance upon the IRC terminology.

It is further necessary, in supporting the programmers, to group problems into

categories that correspond to artifacts within the interface. In the case of the GAWK

system, there are distinct ‘parts’ of the display in which the problems occur. For example,

there is a banner area near the top of the display. This banner area is created in a specific

part of the code and any changes will have to be made in that part of the code. Grouping
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related problems into these parts can help the programmers as they address the problems

and make changes. By providing the problems to the programmers in terms of interface

artifacts, rather than in terms of interruption, reaction, and comprehension goals, the

programmers are better able to make effective changes.

To understand how the GAWK display changed we provide Fig. 3. Comparing this new

design to the earlier instance of the GAWK display (Fig. 2), we see some important

changes. Overall the structure looks cleaner and the color scheme supports reading from a

distance. As an example, consider the changes made to the banner design, including multi-

line announcements, a new color scheme, separating announcements from artifact

information, and more total space (Ganoe et al., 2003). These changes resulted from

specific problems reported by the teachers, that impacted the comprehension and

interruption parameters. However, these problems were reported to the programmers

grouped in relation to the banner artifact, with wordings that required improvements for

‘user understanding’ or ‘decreasing distraction’. It is important that identified problems

are given to the programmers in terms that they understand. In this case, the programmers

did not have knowledge of the IRC framework and the critical parameters associated with

the LSIE system class. However, these programmers did understand the underlying user

goals associated with the display, in terms of supporting typical user tasks. It is
Fig. 3. Redesigned GAWK. Overall color schemes changed. Announcements and artifact information is

separated. Overall look and feel is polished. Compare to Fig. 2.
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encouraging that the problems identified by the teachers through the evaluation were

mappable to the underlying parameters associated with the LSIE class. This apparent

connection between the problems and the underlying user goals could suggests that more

robust techniques are possible, with which evaluators and designers could couple the

results of heuristic evaluation to direct values for each parameter, facilitating the

assessment of whether an LSIE system supports its intended purpose.
5. General discussion

Both examples of using the heuristics in system evaluation provided valuable insight

into how the heuristics support these types of efforts. There are two key areas related to the

development and use of these heuristics from which important ramifications arise:

reporting problems to developers and assessing work/benefit tradeoffs.

5.1. Reporting problems to developers

One of the most important aspects of usability evaluation is reporting the results to the

developers in a format that is understandable. This implies a need for concisely worded

statements that reflect specific changes to be made in the system. This can be difficult when

evaluation is not focused on critical parameters, especially for analytic methods that rely

upon experts who may not be familiar with the parameters for a specific system class. This

problem reporting can be further blurred because the developers often do not know the

specific terminology associated with the critical parameters for a system class. But, when a

developer decides to build an LSIE system, without fully understanding the critical

parameter concept, their design/evaluation cycle is guided by the parameters that they

indirectly selected—the parameters associated with LSIE systems. Restricted knowledge

of these critical parameters necessitates careful problem wording if effective design

changes are to be achieved.

Fortunately, effective heuristics can remedy this situation. As seen in the case of the

domain experts, problems are often closely tied to one or more of the underlying critical

parameters for a system. It is natural and straightforward to describe problems in terms of

user goals and the associated interface artifacts that hinder those goals, without explicit

references to the critical parameters. Based on our comparison experiment and usage

examples, our heuristics can guide developers toward a design that is more in line with the

critical parameters, at least for LSIE systems.

Several researchers point out that, in general, heuristics are poor at providing problem

descriptions that capture the underlying user goals (e.g. Sauro, 2004; Cockton and

Woolrych, 2002). Critical parameter-based heuristics are a step in the right direction,

because they are closely related to the critical parameters of the system class.

5.2. Balancing costs and benefits

In considering the new heuristics and the critical parameter based creation process, one

must confront the issue of development costs and long term benefits. It took two
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researchers 6 weeks of effort to come up with the final set of eight heuristics tailored to

the LSIE system class. This effort consisted of both individual and group work and

analysis. Typical work schedules involved 5–10 h per week by each individual in

inspecting systems, creating scenarios, performing claims analysis, classifying claims

according to critical parameter impacts, and categorizing claims into scenario based

design categories. This was followed by a separate 1–3 h weekly meeting between the

researchers, to assess each other’s work and to reach consensus at every step. However,

when one considers that the process was being refined and evaluated during the same time

frame, the actual effort to produce heuristics from the process would be about one-half to

three-fourths of this time (say 3–5 weeks) of part-time work.

Certainly this amount of work is not small. When is the work in creating heuristics

worthwhile? There are three major considerations. First, targeted heuristics have higher

thoroughness and validity scores in UEM comparison tests (Somervell and McCrickard,

2004). This suggests that the more specific heuristics can find more of the real problems

with an interface in the first evaluation phase. This invariably reduces downstream

development costs because problems are easier to fix earlier in the software development

cycle. This benefit becomes even more valuable for entities who specialize in similar types

of systems and perform many evaluations across multiple interfaces. A group that

specializes in a user interface area with a well-defined IRC level could benefit from

tailored heuristics. Long term reductions in evaluation costs can mean more projects

because evaluation time is shortened.

Second, because targeted heuristics have high reliability scores (Somervell and

McCrickard, 2004), this suggests that we can feel confident in our results with fewer

evaluators. This is important for problematic domains like in-vehicle information

systems, emergency response systems, and mission-critical systems where domain

experts are rare or non-analytic evaluation techniques are costly. The higher reliability

allows us to feel confident in our re-design guidance when faced with limited

evaluation resources.

Third, these heuristics are tightly coupled with the critical parameters of the system

class. This is important because design decisions and changes are made to address these

pivotal concerns. Perfecting a system according to the appropriate levels of the critical

parameters ensures that the system performs its intended function. Without a focus on the

critical parameters, system developers are faced with the challenge of making design

changes based on more simple usability metrics, which may or may not be adequate for

improving design.
6. Conclusions and future work

This paper presents a method for creating heuristics, centered on the identification of

critical parameters for a domain of interest. These focused heuristics showed promise in an

analytic comparison to more generic ones, and we described two applications of the

heuristics that found problems with large screen information exhibits (LSIEs). Thus, we

hope this work strengthens the argument for critical parameters and supports our

structured heuristic creation process. While our previous efforts have supported the critical
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parameter creation process (Somervell and McCrikard, 2004; Somervell et al., 2003b), our

two examples of use (Section 4) more clearly illustrate the utility of a tailored evaluation

tool. More importantly, they illustrate one of the strengths of critical parameters—

allowing the creation of tailored evaluation tools that produce results focused on the

primary intentions of the designer.

Mapping results from our heuristics back to the critical parameters is important for

quantification of user comments. This mapping allows us to track levels of the

parameters and feed into redesign, which in turn could further map to new user

interface components and claims, providing a clear development history that could

facilitate future reuse efforts. While our heuristics seemed to generate comments

reasonably well connected with our critical parameters, certainly there is room for

improvement. A possible way to improve this mapping is to augment our creation

process to find which ratings correspond to each heuristic. Quantifying each of the

heuristics in terms of the affected critical parameters would allow a designer to more

readily assess how to correct problems found through the heuristics by focusing design

effort on the most important aspects surrounding the critical parameters. That is, one

could rate the heuristics for a given system with different scores for each critical

parameter, such that a high score on one heuristic might indicate a need to change the

interface to greatly increase one critical parameter, slightly decrease another, and keep

the third about the same. Identifying these mappings could provide benefits to further

address some of the downsides to traditional heuristic evaluation (e.g. Sauro, 2004;

Cockton and Woolrych, 2002). However, great care must be taken to not limit the

creative free responses of the evaluators—a strength of heuristic evaluation that often

yields problems that the designer did not consider.

Building on the use of critical parameters as an enabler of effective design, our

ongoing work considers their impact throughout the design process, including

participatory design Ndiwalana et al. (2004), analytic evaluation Lee et al. (2004), and

empirical evaluation Chewar et al. (2004b). By using a common set of critical parameters

throughout these and other stages of design, we are exploring to what degree knowledge

can be shared within and between design efforts. Many of these efforts are instantiated in

a claims library, our LINK-UP design system, and accompanying visualization tools that

provide constant access to problem and design claims throughout the stages of design

(Payne et al., 2003; Chewar et al., 2004a; Wahid et al., 2004a,b). We seek to learn how a

design approach based on critical parameters can help design professionals in various

fields, domain experts with little design knowledge, and students seeking to learn design

processes.

We chose to embrace critical parameters because of their promise in supporting

successful design and evaluation. Our work has shown one important aspect that critical

parameters bring to evaluation, that of focused effort on the important user goals

surrounding a particular system type. There are other strengths of critical parameters (e.g.

Newman, 1997) and we hope that the HCI community will commit to establishing

parameters for all computing areas. We hope our work provides a springboard not only for

establishing critical parameters and heuristics for other system classes, but also to pursue

other rigorous, scientific approaches to HCI research.
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Appendix A. LSIE heuristics

Appropriate color schemes should be used for supporting information understanding.

Try using cool colors such as blue or green for background or borders. Use warm colors

like red and yellow for highlighting or emphasis.

Layout should reflect the information according to its intended use. Time based

information should use a sequential layout; topical information should use categorical,

hierarchical, or grid layouts. Screen space should be delegated according to information

importance.

Judicious use of animation is necessary for effective design. Multiple, separate

animations should be avoided. Indicate current and target locations if items are to be

automatically moved around the display. Introduce new items with slower, smooth

transitions. Highlighting related information is an effective technique for showing

relationships among data.

Use text banners only when necessary. Reading text on a large screen takes time and

effort. Try to keep it at the top or bottom of the screen if necessary. Use sans serif fonts to

facilitate reading, and make sure the font sizes are big enough.

Show the presence of information, but not the details. Use icons to represent larger

information structures, or to provide an overview of the information space, but not the

detailed information; viewing information details is better suited to desktop interfaces.

The magnitude or density of the information dictates representation mechanism (text vs

icons for example).

Using cyclic displays can be useful, but care must be taken in implementation. Indicate

‘where’ the display is in the cycle (i.e. 1 of 5 items, or progress bar). Timings (both for

single item presence and total cycle time) on cycles should be appropriate and allow users

to understand content without being distracted.

Avoid the use of audio. Audio is distracting, and on a large public display, could be

detrimental to others in the setting. Furthermore, lack of audio can reinforce the idea of

relying on the visual system for information exchange.

Eliminate or hide configurability controls. Large public displays should be configured

one time by an administrator. Allowing multiple users to change settings can increase

confusion and distraction caused by the display. Changing the interface too often prevents

users from learning the interface.
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